Melting of cross-linked DNA: II. Influence of interstrand linking on DNA stability.
In the previous paper (D.Y. Lando, J. Biomol. Struct. Dynam, 15, 129-140 (1997)) the melting of cross-linked DNA with N base pairs and omega interstrand cross-links has been considered theoretically. In the present study on the basis of these results, two simple schemes are developed for the computation of melting curves of cross-linked DNA. The investigation of influence of interstrand linking on DNA stability has been carried out by computer simulation. It is shown that the relative concentration of cross-links, CCT = omega/N, their distribution along a DNA molecule, and particular values of the entropy factors of small loops formed by cross-links in melted regions strongly affect the DNA melting temperature, Tm. On the contrary, for DNA without cross-links, a ten-fold increase or decrease in the entropy factors of small loops does not cause the Tm variation. The comparison of the results of calculation with experimental data suggests that the majority of types of cross-link neither maintain ordered parallel orientation of bases in melted regions nor increase considerably the thermostability of cross-linked base pairs. Four different ways of influence of interstrand cross-linking on the DNA double helix stability are considered. It is shown that cross-linking significantly enhances the influence of single strand stiffness in melted regions on DNA melting behavior.